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The top-rated and top-selling photography ebook since 2012 and the first ever Gold Honoree of the Benjamin Franklin Digital Award, gives
you five innovations no other book offers: Free video training. 9+ HOURS of video training integrated into the book’s content (requires
Internet access). Travel around the world with Tony and Chelsea as they teach you hands-on. Appendix A lists the videos so you can use the
book like an inexpensive video course.Classroom-style teacher and peer help. After buying the book, you get access to the private forums on
this site, as well as the private Stunning Digital Photography Readers group on Facebook where you can ask the questions and post pictures
for feedback from Tony, Chelsea, and other readers. It’s like being able to raise your hand in class and ask a question! Instructions are in the
introduction.Lifetime updates. This book is regularly updated with new content (including additional videos) that existing owners receive for
free. Updates are added based on reader feedback and questions, as well as changing photography trends and new camera equipment. This
is the last photography book you’ll ever need.Hands-on practices. Complete the practices at the end of every chapter to get the real world
experience you need.500+ high resolution, original pictures. Detailed example pictures taken by the author in fifteen countries demonstrate
both good and bad technique. Many pictures include links to the full-size image so you can zoom in to see every pixel. Most photography
books use stock photography, which means the author didn’t even take them. If an author can’t take his own pictures, how can he teach
you? In this book, Tony Northrup (award-winning author of more than 30 how-to books and a professional portrait, wildlife, and landscape
photographer) teaches the art and science of creating stunning pictures. First, beginner photographers will master:
CompositionExposureShutter speedApertureDepth-of-field (blurring the background)ISONatural lightFlashTroubleshooting blurry, dark, and
bad picturesPet photographyWildlife photography (mammals, birds, insects, fish, and more)Sunrises and
sunsetsLandscapesCityscapesFlowersForests, waterfalls, and riversNight photographyFireworksRaw filesHDRMacro/close-up photography
Advanced photographers can skip forward to learn the pro’s secrets for: Posing men and women. including corrective posing (checklists
provided)Portraits (candid, casual, formal, and underwater)Remotely triggering flashesUsing bounce flash and flash modifiersUsing studio
lighting on any budgetBuilding a temporary or permanent studio at homeShooting your first weddingHigh speed photographyLocation
scouting/finding the best spots and timesPlanning shoots around the sun and moonStar trails (via long exposure and image stacking)Light
paintingEliminating noiseFocus stacking for infinite depth-of-fieldUnderwater photographyGetting close to wildlifeUsing electronic shutter
triggersPhotographing moving carsPhotographing architecture and real estate
Have you ever dreamed of taking such incredible landscape photos that your friends and family say, “Wait a minute, this is your photo?! You
took this?” Well, you’re in luck. Right here, in this book, pro photographer and award-winning author Scott Kelby teaches you how to shoot
and edit jaw-dropping landscape photographs. Scott shares all his secrets and time-tested techniques, as he discusses everything from his
go-to essential gear and camera settings to the landscape photography techniques you need to create absolutely stunning images. From epic
scenes at sunrise to capturing streams and waterfalls with that smooth, silky look, and from photographing the night sky or the Milky Way to
creating breathtaking, sweeping panoramas, Scott has got you covered. Among many other topics, you’ll learn: • The secrets to getting
super-sharp, crisp images (without having to buy a new lens). • Exactly which camera settings work best for landscape photography and why
(and which ones you should avoid). • Where to focus your camera for tack-sharp images from foreground to background. • How to shoot
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beautiful high dynamic range images and stunning panoramas (and even HDR panos!), along with how to post-process them like a pro. •
How to create captivating long-exposure landscape shots that wow your viewers. • What gear you need, what gear you can skip, which
accessories work best, and a ton of killer tips that will not only help you create better images, but make the entire experience that much more
fun. It’s all here, from the planning, to the shoot, to the post-processing—taking your images from flat to fabulous—and best of all, it’s just one
topic per page, so you’ll get straight to the info you need fast. There has never been a landscape book like it! TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: Essential Gear Chapter 2: Camera Settings & Lenses Chapter 3: Before Your Shoot Chapter 4: Composition Chapter 5: HDR &
Panos Chapter 6: Long Exposures Chapter 7: Starry Skies & the Milky Way Chapter 8: Post-Processing Chapter 9: Even More Tips Chapter
10: Landscape Recipes p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Verdana} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
Verdana; min-height: 15.0px}
This guide to on- and off-camera flash picks up where Peterson's "Understanding Exposure" leaves off, helping free photographers from the
limitations of auto to get the images they want when natural light isn't enough.
Veteran photographer Bryan Peterson demystifies complex concepts of exposure in photography by explaining the fundamentals of light,
aperture, shutter speed, and how they interact with and influence one another. This book explains how to get or lose sharpness and contrast
in images, freeze in action, and take the best meter readings while also exploring filters, flash, and light. This fourth edition includes all new
images as well as an expanded section on flash, tips for using colored gels, and advice on shooting star trails.
Enhanced with more than two hundred color illustrations and composition, equipment, and light information, this instructional guide provides
helpful techniques, tips, and secrets for making up-close photographs powerful pieces of unique art.
Identifies twenty-eight common exposure problems for amateur photographers and, for each issue, points out pitfalls and offers simple
solutions.
A master class from the acclaimed photographer, bestselling author, and popular teacher, featuring lessons and workshops previously
available only through the Bryan Peterson School of Photography Have you ever dreamed of attending a photography class led by one of the
most respected professional photographers in the world? Step right up! Bryan Peterson invites readers to participate in his famous
workshops, sharing all his best tips and tricks for capturing subjects and landscapes in a magical moment. Using before-and-after examples
from real-life students, Bryan reveals the keys to improving your craft with the right angle, aperture, lens, and filters. Including lessons in
shutter speed, white balance, light meter, lens choice and point of view, Photoshop, and so much more, Bryan Peterson Photography School
is a unique opportunity to hone your skills and learn how to produce impeccable photographs.
The first book in the Understanding Photography series, Understanding Exposure, was a runaway best-seller, with more than 250,000 copies
sold. Now author Bryan Peterson brings his signature style to another important photography topic: shutter speed. With clear, jargon-free
explanations of terms and techniques, plus compelling “before-and-after” photos that pair a mediocre image (created using the wrong shutter
speed) with a great image (created using the right shutter speed), this is the definitive practical guide to mastering an often-confusing subject.
Topics include freezing and implying motion, panning, zooming, exposure, Bogen Super Clamps, and rendering motion effects with
Photoshop, all with helpful guidance for both digital and film formats. Great for beginners and serious amateurs, Understanding Shutter
Speed is the definitive handy guide to mastering shutter speed for superb results.
THE FIRST BOOK WITH ONE FOOT ON THE COFFEE TABLE, AND ONE FOOT IN THE CLASSROOM Joe McNally, one of the world’s
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top pro digital photographers, whose celebrated work has graced the pages of Sports Illustrated, Time, and National Geographic (to name a
few), breaks new ground by doing something no photography book has ever done—blending the rich, stunning images and elegant layout of a
coffee-table book with the invaluable training, no-nonsense insights, and photography secrets usually found only in those rare, best-of-breed
educational books. When Joe’s not on assignment for the biggest-name magazines and Fortune 500 clients, he’s in the classroom teaching
location lighting, environmental portraiture, and how to “get the shot” at workshops around the world. These on-location workshops are
usually reserved for a handful of photographers each year, but now you can learn the same techniques that Joe shares in his seminars and
lectures in a book that brings Joe’s sessions to life. What makes the book so unique is the “triangle of learning” where (1) Joe distills the
concept down to one brief sentence. It usually starts with something like, “An editor at National Geographic once told me…” and then he
shares one of those hard-earned tricks of the trade that you only get from spending a lifetime behind the lens. Then, (2) on the facing page is
one of Joe’s brilliant images that perfectly illustrates the technique (you’ll recognize many of his photos from magazine covers). And (3) you
get the inside story of how that shot was taken, including which equipment he used (lens, f/stop, lighting, accessories, etc.), along with the
challenges that type of project brings, and how to set up a shot like that of your own. This book also gives you something more. It inspires. It
challenges. It informs. But perhaps most importantly, it will help you understand photography and the art of making great photos at a level you
never thought possible. This book is packed with those “Ah ha!” moments—those clever insights that make it all come together for you. It
brings you that wonderful moment when it suddenly all makes sense—that “moment it clicks.”
Understanding ExposureHow to Shoot Great Photographs with Any CameraAmphoto Books
In contrast to the jargon-filled manuals that come with most digital cameras, The Beginner's Photography Guide presents step-by-step digital
slr camera basics, while introducing and demonstrating a wide variety of techniques that will inspire the novice digital photographer. Grouped
together by themes-color, composition, natural light, framing, and more-each camera technique is broken down into an easy-to-follow step-bystep sequence, and features annotated photographs and suggestions on getting the best from digital slr cameras and taking eye-catching
photos.
Provides detailed lessons on the elements of exposure and how each relates to depth of field, freezing and blurring action, and shooting in
low light, demonstrating a diversity of creative choices in exposing a picture. Original.
Flash is a necessary and immensely creative tool that dramatically increases the opportunities of any amateur photographer. However, many
amateurs find flash intimidating, unsure of where to begin. Instead, they continue limiting themselves to shooting only available light.
Understanding Flash Photography is a guide to off-camera flash, helping free photographers from “auto” to get the images they want when
natural light isn’t enough. If you’ve been afraid to venture past natural light, here is the book that will finally help you explore the exciting
possibilities of artificial light. Author Bryan Peterson starts by breaking down how flash works, then dispels the widely held myth that
automatic “TTL” flash exposure is easier, explaining how to quickly master manual flash exposure to control the quality, shape, and direction
of light. For the hundreds of thousands who found Understanding Exposure an exciting tool in moving past “auto” exposure in available light,
Understanding Flash Photography is the essential companion to mastering the often challenging exposure puzzle.
Everything you need to know in one take-anywhere field guide! This all-in-one guide from renowned photographer, instructor, and author
Bryan Peterson will help you take better photos anytime, anywhere–with any camera. Want to finally understand exposure? Interested in
learning to "see" and composing your images more creatively? Ready to master the magic of light? It’s all here, the techniques every
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amateur photographer needs to take better nature, landscape, people, and close-up photos. You’ll even get creative techniques, like making
"rain" and capturing "ghosts," and practical advice on gear, equipment, and postprocessing software. Filled with Bryan’s inspirational
photographs, this is the one essential guide for every camera bag.
Capture the perfect portrait--even if it's with a selfie--in this updated edition of a trusted classic, now with all-new photography. Great portraits
go beyond a mere record of a face. They reveal one of the millions of intimate human moments that make up a life. In Understanding Portrait
Photography, renowned photographer Bryan Peterson shows how to spot those "aha!" moments and capture them forever. Rather than
relying on pure luck and chance to catch those moments, Peterson's approach explains what makes a photo memorable, how to spot the
universal themes that everyone can identify with, and how to use lighting, setting, and exposure to reveal the wonder and joy of everyday
moments. This updated edition includes new sections on capturing the perfect selfie, how to photograph in foreign territory while being
sensitive to cultures and customs, how to master portraiture on an iPhone, and the role of Photoshop in portraiture. Now with brand-new
photography, Understanding Portrait Photography makes it easy to create indelible memories with light and shadow.

Learn how to take professional-quality photographs using the same tricks today’s top photographers use (surprisingly, it’s easier
than you’d think)!
This is a completely, totally updated version of the #1 best-selling digital photography book of all time! It’s the award winning, worldwide
smash hit, written by Scott Kelby, that’s been translated into dozens of different languages.
Here’s how Scott describes this book’s brilliant premise: “If you and I were out on a shoot, and you asked me, ‘Hey, how do I get this flower
to be in focus, with the background out of focus?,’ I wouldn’t stand there and give you a photography lecture. In real life, I’d just say, ‘Put
on your zoom lens, set your f-stop to f/2.8, focus on the flower, and fire away.’ That’s what this book is all about: you and I out shooting
where I answer questions, give you advice, and share the secrets I’ve learned just like I would with a friend—without all the technical
explanations and techie photo speak.”
This isn’t a book of theory—full of confusing jargon and detailed concepts. This is a book on which button to push, which setting to use, and
when to use it. With over 200 of the most closely guarded photographic “tricks of the trade,” this book gets you shooting dramatically betterlooking, sharper, more colorful, more professional-looking photos every time.
Each page covers a single concept that makes your photography better. Every time you turn the page, you’ll learn another pro setting, tool,
or trick to transform your work from snapshots into gallery prints. If you’re tired of taking shots that look “okay,” and if you’re tired of looking
in photography magazines and thinking, “Why don’t my shots look like that?” then this is the book for you.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Chapter 1: Pro Tips for Getting Sharp Photos
Chapter 2: The Scoop on Lenses
Chapter 3: Shooting Landscapes Like a Pro
Chapter 4: Shooting Travel Like a Pro
Chapter 5: Making Portraits Like a Pro
Chapter 6: Making Portraits with Flash Like a Pro
Chapter 7: Shooting Weddings Like a Pro
Chapter 8: Shooting Sports Like a Pro
Chapter 9: Shooting Other Stuff Like a Pro
Chapter 10: Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos
Chapter 11: How to Print Like a Pro
Chapter 12: Photo Recipes to Help You Get the Shot

Completely revised and updated throughout, Bryan Peterson's classic guide to creativity helps photographers visualize their work,
and the world, in a whole new light by developing their photographic vision. Fully revised with all new photography, this best-selling
guide takes a radical approach to creativity by explaining that it is not an inherent ability but a skill that can be learned and applied.
Using inventive photos from his own stunning portfolio, author and veteran photographer Bryan Peterson deconstructs creativity
for photographers. He details the basic techniques that go into not only taking a particular photo, but also provides insights on how
to improve upon it--helping readers avoid the visual pitfalls and technical dead ends that can lead to dull, uninventive photographs.
This revised edition features a complete section on color as a design element and all new photographs to illustrate Peterson's
points. Learning to See Creatively is the definitive reference for any photographer looking for a fresh perspective on their work.
An illustrated introduction to digital photography, examining hardware such as cameras, computers, scanners, and printers and the
relationship between them; looking at image-editing software, tools, and techniques; featuring step-by-step instructions for taking
professional-quality photographs; and discussing special-effects options.
Renowned photographer George Lange’s work is guided by one simple truth: An unforgettable photograph is not about what the
subject looks like, but what it feels like. In this entirely new kind of photography guide, written by Mr. Lange and Scott Mowbray,
magazine editor and longtime amateur photographer, the rest of us will learn how to take photographs that don’t just document life
but celebrate it. No fancy equipment required. Just hundreds of simple, inspiring ideas and lessons—each one illustrated with a
photograph—organized around the six essential principles of seeing like a photographer. (Here’s one: Shoot the Moment, Not the
Subject.) Here’s why to shoot in natural light—always. The fun of putting babies in surprising places. How to get intimate with food.
Using a dramatic sky as your backdrop. The benefit of learning to know the light in every room of your house. Shooting hands or
feet instead of faces. How to move past the “I was here” postcard effect. How to catch the in-between moments. Because in the
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end, it’s about living the moment, shooting the moment—and being in the moment forever.
Now refreshed with current technologies and terms, and more than 25 percent new images and an all-new chapter, this bestselling
guide shows readers how to shoot great photographs with any type of camera.
First published in 2013. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Build your photography skills step-by-step with an independent photography course that guides you through every aspect of digital
photography. Includes advice and stunning images, this e-guide will help you master your photography and image-editing skills,
and maximize your artistic talent in as little as 20 weeks. Digital Photography Complete Course uses a combination of tutorials,
step-by-step demonstrations, practical assignments, and Q&As to help you understand and use your camera to its full capacity.
Choose your own pace to work through the modules-the program is completely customizable to your schedule. As you work
through the lessons, test your new knowledge and troubleshoot common issues. With the aid of helpful text and innovative
graphics in Digital Photography Complete Course, you'll explore a wide range of genres: Find out how to create landscapes,
portraits, still life, and action shots as you discover the full range of your camera and learn how to take professional-looking
pictures you'll be proud to display.
Furnishes an overview of digital photography, covering such topics as cameras, exposure, lighting, shutter speed, depth of field,
and resolution--and tips on how to avoid hours of photo-editing by taking great photographs the first time.
Great portraits go beyond a mere record of a face. They reveal one of the millions of intimate human moments that make up a life.
In Beyond Portraiture, renowned photographer Bryan Peterson shows how to spot those “ah-ha!” moments and capture them
forever. A teary child...old people laughing together...a smiling girl with big, big hair. Everyone remember pictures like these,
usually taken by a mother, a father, a friend holding a camera, forever preserving small yet revealing vignettes of our personal
histories. But we always relied on pure luck and chance to catch those moments. Peterson’s approach explains what makes a
photo memorable, how to spot the universal themes that everyone can identify with, and how to use lighting, setting, and exposure
to reveal the wonder and the joy of everyday moments. Beyond Portraiture makes it easy to create indelible memories with light
and shadow.
A pocket guide to composing images with impact, outlines new tips and techniques designed to help amateurs in the field to
compose stronger and more compelling photographs.
Within the Frame is a book about finding and expressing your photographic vision, specifically where people, places, and cultures
are concerned. A personal book full of real-world wisdom and incredible images, author David duChemin (of pixelatedimage.com)
shows you both the how and the why of finding, chasing, and expressing your vision with a camera to your eye. Vision leads to
passion, and passion is a cornerstone of great photography. With it, photographs draw the eye in and create an emotional
experience. Without it, a photograph is often not worth—and can’t capture—a viewer’s attention. Both instructional and
inspirational, Within the Frame helps you on your photographic journey to make better images of the places and people you love,
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whether they are around the world or in your own backyard. duChemin covers how to tell stories, and the technology and tools we
have at our disposal in order to tell those narratives. Most importantly, he stresses the crucial theme of vision when it comes to
photographing people, places, and cultures—and he helps you cultivate and find your own vision, and then fit it within the frame.
Learn to take better pictures in this step-by-step, how-to photography guide filled with tips on lighting, equipment, inspiration, and
more. Featuring more than 200 of master photographer Art Wolfe's stunning images, The Art of the Photograph helps amateur
photographers of all levels break bad habits and shatter common yet incorrect assumptions that hold many photographers back.
This is Wolfe’s ultimate master class, in which he shares the most important insights and techniques learned in four decades of
award-winning photography. Along with co-author Rob Sheppard, Wolfe challenges us to stop focusing on subjects we feel we
should photograph and instead, to “see like a camera sees,” seek out a personal point of view, and construct stunning,
meaningful images. You’ll also learn how to: · Reexamine prejudices that define (and limit) what you photograph · See beyond the
subject to let light and shadow lead you to the right image · Find inspiration, including the story behind Wolfe's own photographic
journey. · Use formal art principles to build more compelling images. · Choose the right camera and lens for the image you see in
your mind's eye. · Recognize the 10 deadly sins of composition—and how to avoid them. · …and even get a behind-the-lens look at
Wolfe’s equipment and workflow.
Learn from Tom Ang how to capture fleeting memories forever - including beautiful scenes, celebrations and your baby's smile - in
exquisite digital photographs. Award-winning professional photographer Tom Ang shows how to choose the best camera and learn
how to adjust its settings to control exposure, zoom and brightness. He explains how to light and frame your subject and cope with
issues such as poor light conditions or a moving subject. Checklists for each shot tell you what camera mode and lens setting to
use, with insider know-how, such as using the flash in bright light to reduce shadows. Photography can lead you to unexpected
beauty in places such as a city street, a fruitmonger's stall, or reflections in water. Tom Ang guides your eye, showing you how to
take stunning images. He describes how to take characterful portraits, dramatic silhouettes, and intriguing close-ups. Plus he gives
valuable tips on taking for selling items online or documenting a project. Illustrated throughout with Tom Ang's own inspirational
images, How to Photograph Absolutely Everything is your one-stop guide to enjoying photography and creating unforgettable
images.
Veteran photographer and instructor Bryan Peterson is best known for his arresting imagery using bold, graphic color and
composition. Here he explores his signature use of color in photography for the first time, showing readers his process for creating
striking images that pop off the page. He addresses how to shoot in any type of light, and looks at color families and how they can
work together to make compelling images in commercial and art photography. He also helps readers understand exposure, flash,
and other stumbling blocks that beginning and experienced photographers encounter when capturing images, showing how to get
the most out of any composition. With its down-to-earth voice and casual teaching style, Understanding Color in Photography is a
workshop in a book, helping any photographer take their images to the next level.
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Using his popular bad image/good image pairings of real-life examples, Bryan Peterson takes the reader through all the
techniques needed to succeed with digital photography in every popular genre: nature, people, sports, interiors, travel, low-light
conditions, travel, weather, commercial portraits, macro, and wildlife—even how to use creative tricks such as reflections. As a
bonus, Peterson explains, in straightforward text, the techniques of Photoshop as well as the basics of publishing, printing, and
archiving and storing for personal or professional use. Full of great examples for beginners and serious
photographers,Understanding Digital Photographymakes it easy to create great digital pictures every time.
This newly revised edition of Bryan Peterson's most popular book demystifies the complex concepts of exposure in photography,
allowing readers to capture the images they want. Understanding Exposure has taught generations of photographers how to shoot
the images they want by demystifying the complex concepts of exposure in photography. In this newly updated edition, veteran
photographer Bryan Peterson explains the fundamentals of light, aperture, and shutter speed and how they interact with and
influence one another. With an emphasis on finding the right exposure even in tricky situations, Understanding Exposure shows
you how to get (or lose) sharpness and contrast in images, freeze action, and take the best meter readings, while also exploring
filters, flash, and light. With all new images, as well as an expanded section on flash, tips for using colored gels, and advice on
shooting star trails, this revised edition will clarify exposure for photographers of all levels.
Part of the perennially best-selling Quercus Digital Photography series, this comprehensive guide features everything you need to
know to make a digital film, from conception to finished product. Using clear, step-by-step instruction, The Digital Filmmaking
Handbook concisely illustrates the technical and creative challenges of digital filmmaking for novices and professionals alike,
spanning topics from conception to execution: - Planning a shoot: how to make a storyboard - Set preparation: dressing and
lighting a set - Principal photography: filming with HD and DSLR cameras--including the latest advice on equipment, accessories,
and software - Advanced editing: software and practices - Post-production: digital effects and Packed with tips and tricks to
develop both your creative vision and your technical know-how, The Digital Filmmaking Handbook is the ultimate resource for all
your filmmaking needs. From the Trade Paperback edition.
For digital camera and smartphone users, this easy how-to guide, written by an experienced National Geographic photographer,
imparts the essentials of taking great pictures. This entertaining book from beloved National Geographic photographer and Photo
Ark founder Joel Sartore shows aspiring photographers how to take great pictures, from framing and F-stops to editing and
archiving. Whether you're using your phone or a DSLR camera, you'll learn the fundamentals of photography--and how to put them
to work every day. In a series of short lessons, Sartore explains the basics, from choosing a camera and gear to understanding
focus, exposure, composition, and lighting. Using examples from his own work, he applies the basic rules of photography to family,
pet, travel, nature, and street photos, and how to get a great shot with the camera on your smartphone. Throughout the book you'll
find pro tips, quick assignments, and the behind-the-camera stories of great photographs; helpful notes clarify how to use every
piece of advice with your smartphone camera. Fun and informative, this practical book will be your gateway to taking great
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pictures.
Learn to “see” more compelling images with this on-the-go field guide from Bryan Peterson! What makes an image amazing?
Believe it or not, it is not about the content. What makes a photo compelling is the arrangement of that content—in other words, its
composition. The right composition gives your images impact and emotion; the wrong one leaves them flat. In this handy, takeanywhere guide, renowned photographer, instructor, and bestselling author Bryan Peterson frees amateur photographers from the
prejudices of what is “beautiful” or “ugly” so that they can instead focus on color, line, light, and pattern. Get the tools you need to
show your distinct voice and point of view in every image you shoot. With this guide in your camera bag, you’ll be equipped not
only to “see” beautiful images but to successfully shoot them each and every time. Also available as an ebook
This thorough, concise, and easy-to-use guide to capturing digital photographs provides an entire step-by-step course for budding
digital photographers. All concepts are fully illustrated with sample work by internationally renowned professionals, representing
editorial work, photojournalism, and everything in between. Topics covered include essential information for both film and digital
photography, such as exposure controls and shutter speed, as well as digital-specific information on image editing, printing
methods, and even file storage. The first digital textbook by legendary photography teacher Henry Horenstein, Digital Photography
is the best guide yet for aspiring digital photographers, essential both for photographers transitioning from film to digital and those
learning the art of photography for the first time.
Discusses color relationships and the color wheel, tells how to develop color schemes, and shows a variety of paintings
With more than 350,000 copies sold, Understanding Exposure has demystified the complex concepts of exposure for countless
photographers. Now updated with current technologies, more than one hundred new images, and an all-new chapter, this new
edition will inspire you more than ever to free yourself from “auto” and create the pictures you truly want. In his trademark easy-tounderstand style, author Bryan Peterson explains the relationship between aperture and shutter speed, including how to achieve
successful exposures in seemingly difficult situations. You’ll learn: • Which aperture gives you the greatest contrast and
sharpness, and when to use it • Which apertures guarantee the background remains an out-of-focus tone • Which one
aperture—when combined with the right lens—creates an area of sharpness from three feet to infinity • How to creatively use shutter
speed to either freeze an action or imply motion • Where to take a meter reading when shooting a sunset, snow, or a city at dusk
With new information on white balance, flash, HDR, and more, this updated classic will inspire you to stop guessing and take
control of your settings for better photos anytime, anywhere, and with any camera.
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